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Abstract

Softwarization (using software to provide functionality previously performed by

hardware) has been driving developments in the computer networking field for

more than a decade. [1] Two examples of this are SDN (software-defined net-

working) [2] and NFV (network function virtualization) [3]. Both of these play

important roles in ushering in new technologies such as 5G (5th generation stan-

dards for high-speed cellular networks). Ever-increasing NIC (network interface

card) data transfer rates [4, 5] necessitate improvements in NFV system design in

order to avoid degrading throughput. This thesis introduces NFλ and summarizes

my contributions to it as well as the 5G-Tracker project.

NFλ is an NFV framework designed to facilitate efficient scaling of virtual net-

work functions (VNFs) so that they can operate at line rates in excess of 100Gbps

using commodity hardware. To achieve this in practice (i.e. without artificially

contriving the traffic profile or using unrealistically simple VNFs) it becomes es-

sential to avoid the timing penalties imposed by having to access the last level

cache (LLC) or main memory. NFλ achieves this primarily by decomposing VNFs

into finer-grained components, which can be scaled independently and, in many

cases, avoid having to share their state among multiple instances (running on sep-

arate CPU cores). Several key contributions that I made to this work are: adding

support for YAML-based configuration, developing a proof-of-concept protocol

for integrating an external controller, automating experiment design & execution,

and assisting with the implementation of an IPsec VNF.

5G-Tracker is a crowd-sourced system for collecting and analyzing data

related to commercial 5G network deployments. It can be used to build coverage

maps, identify contextual factors affecting performance, and more. My work on

this project focused on the development and documentation of the API used by

the mobile application to communicate with back-end servers and the design of a

web interface to support collaboration among researchers using the platform.
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Chapter 1

Background

In 2011 Marc Andreessen famously quipped “Software is eating the world” [6].

Less famously, one of my colleagues who designs embedded systems recently re-

marked simply, “It’s all software now.” Observations like these have played a

significant role in steering my career toward software engineering and motivating

me to pursue a graduate degree in computer science, and they also bear some

resemblance to the focus of much research in the networking community over

the past decade. There is a trend of increasing softwarization in the context of

networking, which is especially evident in the large volume of work that builds

upon the concepts of software-defined networking (SDN) [2] and network function

virtualization (NFV) [3]. These ideas in some ways mirror paradigms in “cloud

computing” [7], where resources such as storage and computing are commoditized

and abstracted and thus effectively behave as software.

Over the past two years I have had the privilege of being involved in Dr. Zhang’s

NFV-related research, and that is primarily what I will discuss in this thesis. All
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of the projects in which I participated were joint efforts involving teams of mul-

tiple students and faculty, so I will do my best to make my unique contributions

clear in this thesis. Before delving into the details of my work, however, I believe

it will be helpful to provide a brief review of the concepts of cloud computing,

software-defined networking, and network function virtualization because of the

foundational roles of these ideas in our team’s work.

Although the term “cloud computing” has only come into popular use over the

past decade, the concept of virtualization, which lies at its heart, dates back at

least forty years earlier when it was employed to make a single physical mainframe

behave as if it were multiple independent environments [8]. For the purposes of

this thesis I define cloud computing as the abstraction of finite physical computer

system resources (e.g. central processing units, memory, and storage) subject to

non-idealities (e.g. component failure, power loss, and loss of connectivity) as

ideal (i.e. always available, interchangeable, no practical limit to the number of

resources available in the pool, etc.) virtual (i.e. logical) commodities that can

be provisioned/allocated or unprovisioned/deallocated (i.e. scaled) quickly via

software interfaces (i.e. “on-demand”, possibly originating from a user request or

from a supervisory system responding to a fault). Figure 1.1 shows some basic

resources required to make an Internet-based application. Conventionally, an

organization’s IT (information technology) department would have to manually

construct the physical infrastructure needed for the application, and it would

be tightly coupled to that software. However, the cloud computing paradigm

effectively outsources these concerns to an external platform, possibly provided

by a vendor outside the organization. Figure A.1 artistically depicts a range
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Figure 1.1: Some physical components of an Internet-based application

(Elements inside the dashed outline were traditionally provisioned and managed

internally by the owners/developers of the application but are now available via

on-demand services as part of the “cloud computing” paradigm.)

of concepts associated with cloud computing today. Figure A.2 illustrates the

hierarchy associated with the emerging paradigms of “fog computing” and “edge

computing”. These ideas are evolving to address, among other things, the need

for low latency in IoT (“Internet of Things”) and mobile devices.

SDN abstracts the decentralized nature of independent physical forwarding

devices in a network so that it can be conceptually modeled as a single centralized

device (e.g. “one big switch”), which can greatly simplify the configuration and

management of the network. [2] Figure 1.2 illustrates this key difference. Like

cloud computing, this paradigm shift allows effort to be directed toward practical

problems that would have otherwise been spent dealing with lower-level details.

NFV also applies many of the same ideas at the heart of cloud computing,

providing abstractions suitable for creating applications that must operate on

network data with specific speed and latency requirements. Historically, the im-

plementation of these functions have been closely coupled with specific hardware,

much like software developed for mainframe computers during the 1950s. [9] Figure

3
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of a traditional network deployment vs. one based on

software-defined networking (SDN)

1.3 shows an assortment of highly integrated special-purpose devices for perform-

ing network functions (“network appliances”) to contrast them with the NFV

paradigm of reusing generic hardware. One could argue that the hardware used

for NFV still often includes SmartNICs [10, 11] or other accelerators. The dis-

tinction of note, however, is that these components typically improve performance

for an entire class of operations rather than for a particular virtualized network

function. As an analogy, consider how the graphics processing hardware com-

monly found in personal computers today is highly tuned to efficiently render

pixels, yet they can improve the performance of a broad range of applications

(e.g. games, computer-aided design (CAD), business productivity software, and

even cryptocurrency mining).

Due to its software nature, NFV enables network operators to dynamically
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of traditional “network appliance” approach

vs. a virtualized (NFV/VNF) implementation.

deploy (and scale in/out) instances of virtualized network functions (VNFs) ac-

cording to their traffic demands, thereby providing high scalability, availability,

and fault tolerance. Perhaps more importantly, NFV endows network carriers

and service providers with the ability to quickly adapt, upgrade or roll out new

features or services by modifying existing VNFs or deploying new ones (i.e. “ve-

locity” [12]) without necessarily having to replace hardware. These capabilities

of NFV make it particularly useful for facilitating new network services, such

as emerging 5G and edge computing technologies. Due to applications’ insa-

tiable desire for more network bandwidth, servers and switches with 100 Gbps

interfaces are now cheaper and more common than ever before. Excessive band-

width demands not only exist in specialized contexts, such as vast back-end
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data centers1, but also increasingly at the network edge. The advent of 5G ser-

vices [14, 15] makes it possible to support high bitrate video streaming (e.g.,

for 4K/8K, 360 volumetric, augmented/virtual reality, etc.), distributed AI (ar-

tificial intelligence), and IoT applications. Growing aggregate traffic demands

from these applications place enormous burdens on (mobile) packet “core” net-

works and edge clouds [16, 17, 18], where NFV is meant to be a key enabling

technology [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 25, 27]. Unlike back-end data center

environments, the number of servers installed in edge facilities will likely be con-

strained by limited space as well as thermal considerations and energy factors.

It is therefore important to increase and fully utilize per-server traffic processing

capacity.

There are two key factors that make it difficult to scale NFV performance

to 100 Gbps line speed and beyond, exacerbated by the widening gap between

network and CPU. First, most VNFs are stateful, meaning how packet data is

processed depends on some internal variables. Figure 1.7 shows how the size of

this state can significantly affect a VNF’s performance (though the details of how

we obtained these measurements are beyond the scope of this thesis). At a line rate

of 100 Gbps, the average time needed to process a 64-byte packet is typically 10 ns

or less. In contrast, the access latency of core-dedicated L1/L2 caches of a typical

multi-core server approach 5 ns, and the access latency of the last level cache

(shared among the cores) is on the order of 13-20ns. (see Figure 1.6). The most

1e.g. Facebook already needed 100 Gbps Ethernet for their data centers and expressed interest

in Terabit Ethernet back in 2010 [13].
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recent work [28] proposes strategies to better utilize LLC/L3 cache. However, L3-

bound access would significantly delay packet processing speeds. It is therefore

important to ensure most NF operations on packets and states are bound for

L1/L2 caches so as to keep up with the 100 Gbps line speed. However, the NF

state competes with the packets to be processed for the L1/L2 cache resources.

This problem is further compounded by a second factor: namely, a sequence of

VNFs forming a service function chain (SFC) [29, 30, 31] must be executed to

meet a service policy representing part of the network operator’s intent. An SFC

increases the overall VNF state cache resource requirements for packet processing.

Our preliminary research results show that if not done carefully, devoting more

cores in an attempt to scale out NFV performance not only fails to deliver a linear

increase in the overall throughput, but in some cases could even reduce the overall

throughput (see Figures 1.8 & 1.9). Tackling these challenges therefore calls for

a fundamental rethinking and refactoring of how we architect NFV systems. The

subsequent chapter discusses NFλ, a project of ours that aims to explore some of

these challenges.
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Chapter 2

NFλ

2.1 Overview

The software being developed by Dr. Zhang’s research group to explore and re-

spond to the technical challenges outlined in the previous section is known as NFλ.

This working title is inspired by AWS Lambda,1 which is a “compute service that

lets you run code without provisioning or managing servers” launched by Amazon

in 2014. [32, 33] NFλ aims to provide high-level abstractions for creating VNFs

that help eliminate the need to manage the details pertaining to how the VNF is

scaled in similar fashion to how AWS Lambda helps web/cloud application devel-

opers design scalable systems without having to be highly cognizant of the details

surrounding the servers that execute its code. This is another case of applying

ideas from cloud computing to NFV.

NFλ leverages the existing work of the open-source project known as DPDK

1https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
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(Data Plane Development Kit)2. DPDK is a “kernel bypass” technology that

resembles an operating system that has been highly optimized for a single task:

processing packets as quickly as possible. It includes abstractions for examining

hardware details such as CPU (including core affinity) and PCI bus information

as well as for launching threads. It circumvents the overhead of dynamic memory

allocation by allowing large amounts of memory to be pre-allocated during initial-

ization. It avoids latency and context-switching penalties inherent in an interrupt

driven system by instead relying on polling. It includes drivers for hardware that

supports “zero-copy”/DMA (direct memory access) so that NICs having this capa-

bility can directly write received network data to memory as well as transmit data

read from memory directly out through a network port without the involvement

of the CPU or kernel. Additionally, it includes example applications and efficient

implementations of algorithms and data structures commonly used in VNFs such

as queues/rings, hash tables, and longest-prefix match (LPM) [34, 35].

It is worth noting that NFλ does not intend to provide the highest possible level

of abstraction but rather is designed to provide something between the low-level

primitives of tools like DPDK and high-level APIs of “microservices” or Cloud-

native Network Functions (CNF) [36, 37, 38]. In this way it is somewhat similar

to NFVI (Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure) [39], which “...creates

a virtualization layer that sits right above the hardware and abstracts the HW re-

sources, so they can be logically partitioned and provided to the VNF to perform

their functions.”[40] To make an analogy with programming languages, DPDK is

like assembly [41] or perhaps C [42]: enabling nearly limitless possibilities at the

2https://www.dpdk.org

10
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cost of decreased flexibility and increased development effort whereas microser-

vices/CNFs are more like JavaScript [43] or Python [44]: offering convenience and

flexibility (i.e. faster/lower-cost development) at the cost of lower performance

and coarser-grained control. NFλ aims to be something more like Rust [45]: of-

fering “zero-cost” abstractions [46] and good developer ergonomics without giving

up fine-grained control and the potential for optimal performance.

Figure 2.1 presents the overall architecture for NFλ. The core of the system

(i.e. portions involved in the data path for packets) is based on the actor model [47]

in order to maximize scalability/parallelism. Put simply, each component is de-

signed to operate such that any interactions it must have with other components

are performed via message passing. When inbound packets are received, the NIC

driver places their data into memory, pointers to those structures are distributed

among queues (typically selected either using steering/rte flow rules or RSS [48])

corresponding to CPU cores that are each running an instance of a component we

call the middleman. Middlemen each have a configured SFC (possibly consisting

of a single VNF) and are responsible for invoking that on the received packets by

sending a message to each (actor/component of each) VNF in the SFC. In order to

better separate concerns and support achieving line-rate throughput, each VNF

actor interacts with two “mailboxes”: one for its “fast-path” (i.e. data-plane /

packets) and another for its “slow-path” (i.e. control-plane / orchestration). Al-

though this is semantically equivalent to tagging messages with two different tags

and assigning them to a single mailbox and so in that way does not differ much

from the conventional actor model, having multiple messages queues in this fash-

ion frees the fast-path functions from having to perform additional checks in order

11



Figure 2.1: High-level vision/architecture for NFλ
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to route the packets (loosely akin to presorted postal mail).

The main portion of the software is called the coordinator or simply the run-

time. It includes the middlemen mentioned previously and is responsible for allo-

cating resources, configuring SFCs/VNFs, and processing packets. Despite high-

end hardware and strong design efforts to maximize throughput/performance,

history suggests that there will always be demand for further improvement. Thus

the vision for NFλ also includes ideas for how to scale-out multiple instances of

the coordinator across multiple servers. This resembles the SDN paradigm in that

a controller, which we refer to by the term director, can collect some information

about lower-level nodes, use that to generate a “global view”, and direct nodes to

change their behavior so as to produce a desired aggregate effect.

2.2 Contributions to NFλ

Although the design and development of NFλ was already underway when I joined

Dr. Zhang’s research group, I was able to participate in its development by flesh-

ing out some details and refactoring existing code for improved flexibility and

robustness. One of the first things that I did was incorporate cmocka [49] into

the build tooling and begin to write unit tests for some simple functions in the

existing codebase. While this did not create new functionality or otherwise enable

novel research, it did help me become more familiar with the source code as well

as lower the barrier for others to improve code quality in the future by writing

more tests.

What I ultimately intended to do was to design and implement the interface

13



for the director to communicate with the coordinator. Before it would be fea-

sible to make the coordinator externally configurable/interactive, however, the

configuration state would need to be more flexibly defined.

2.2.1 Flexible run-time configuration

When I first began working on NFλ, most of its configuration was fixed at com-

pile time. For example, preprocessor directives controlled the sizes of data struc-

tures (such as the control and data message pools) and “hard-coded” initialization

functions defined one or more specific SFCs to run. Although this was arguably

sufficient for the early functionality required to prove the system’s viability, it

posed an obstacle not only to practical use but to efficient experimentation with

varying these parameters. To improve this, I worked with the other members of

the NFλ project team to identify parameters that ought to be changeable. Next

I defined a domain-specific language (DSL) based on YAML, “a human friendly

data serialization standard for all programming languages” [50], and then added

parsing logic using libyaml [51] in order add support for reading configuration

data from YAML files.

2.2.2 Director API

The most obvious question in my mind while attempting to design this interface

was, “What information needs to be conveyed between the director and the coordi-

nator?” so in order to improve my understanding of the requirements, I gathered

some ideas from the team. One particular use case was immediately obvious: the

14



ability for the director to monitor the load (“health”) on each coordinator instance.

So I imagined that it should include some way of expressing CPU utilization, free

memory, and/or NIC statistics. A primary reason for wanting this information

is so that a director can respond to high loads by scaling-out to avoid dropping

packets or respond to light loads by scaling-in to conserve resources. Thus it

also needs to be possible for these messages to trigger start-up and shut-down

of nodes. So despite the simple arrow between the director and the coordinator

shown in Figure 2.1, the actual relationship is more nuanced. There needs to be

another logical component in the software that is responsible for supervising the

coordinator process (e.g. launching or terminating it) and communicating with

the director. I refer to this as the director API server in lieu of an official name

agreed upon by the team.

When I wrote the first director API server code I was of the impression that

I ought to write it in the same programming language as the coordinator (C).

However, in hindsight I believe this was a mistake, as I’ll discuss further in the

final chapter of this thesis. Having some idea of the message contents and features

required, I began defining API/message specifications that seemed as simple as

possible yet would easily allow for for future extension. I chose a lightweight and

efficient serialization format known as msgpack [52] to carry these messages.

Exchanging serialized messages requires bidirectional byte streams, so I opted

to start with a simple TCP connection (using Linux’s socket API3) with the

intention that other transport mechanisms (e.g. TLS/SSL) might later be used

instead without affecting the API or otherwise requiring much engineering effort.

3https://linux.die.net/man/7/socket
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Each endpoint periodically examines the bytes that it has received from the other

and checks if it contains a complete message (i.e. the “unpack” function in the C

or python libraries succeeds). For simplicity and flexibility the map format is used

to frame each message. Every message must begin with an identifier that indicates

the semantics of the message. This supports compatibility with future changes by

allowing older implementations to ignore messages that they were not designed

to handle. The receiver may use this to process the rest of the key-value pairs

in the message. The key for the identifier must be 0x00 (positive fixint) and the

value should correspond to exactly one of the types specified. Typically, the value

of identifier will be in fixstr format, allowing strings of up to 31 characters in

length for human readability. The value of 0x00 was chosen as an arbitrary, single-

byte value (for compactness/efficiency). I defined six message types for the initial

API: system capabilities, system load, start, stop, start notification,

and stop notification. More details about these are available in the source

code, which is currently hosted privately within the University of Minnesota’s

GitHub service at https://github.umn.edu/nflambda/director-api.

2.2.3 Adapting IPsec Security Gateway Example

I spent a considerable amount of time adapting the “IPsec Security Gateway

Sample Application” provided with DPDK to function as two VNF actors (in-

bound/decrypt and outbound/encrypt) for use in our experiments, although un-

fortunately I did not finish implementing this completely. One of the biggest
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challenges of this was attempting to factor-out global configuration and “hard-

coding” to have some flexibility in how these VNFs operate and scale. (The

example applications in DPDK are provided as “stand-alone” programs and thus

include many lines of code that are redundant or in conflict with functionality

already provided by NFλ.)

Another challenge was not having a simple way of verifying whether or not the

functionality was working properly. In “real world” implementations of crypto-

graphic network functions it is crucial for both end-points to establish secret keys

used in the communications, but the traffic we are sending for our experiments is

either synthetically generated with arbitrary TCP segment content (chosen simply

to characterize the packets as having a defined size) or by replaying traffic from a

file (e.g. publicly available packet captures made available through CAIDA [53]).

Consequently, there is little meaning in “decrypting” these payloads in that VNFs

do not have sufficient information (SPIs and corresponding keys/parameters) to

process them, and there may not even be any actually encrypted packets in the

traffic to begin with. Plus, the DPDK example omits portions of the protocol such

as key exchange. However, these functions can still be useful for the purposes of

performance measurement / benchmarking as the operations they perform should

be identical to those of “real-world” IPsec operations because they will interact

with memory, caching, etc. in much the same way.
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2.3 Automation of experiments

As with many software projects, the NFλ Experiment-Runner has humble

beginnings. Our team was thinking about writing a paper that would include

experiments examining the effects that changes in a VNF’s characteristics could

have on performance (e.g. throughput). We wanted to explore more than half a

dozen parameters, some of which were to take eight or more values. Seeing how

this can quickly lead to the generation of several thousands of combinations, it

would obviously not be practical to manually run that many experiments (as had

been done for simpler ones in the past). In order to consistently and efficiently test

the performance of NFλ over a wide parameter space it seemed essential to create

some kind of external automation. This turned out to be perhaps my largest

contribution to the NFλ project as I spent more than 6 months developing it.

Since some of the processor cores and network interfaces in the system under

test and the traffic generator are not used by NFlambda (and thus are available to

the operating system) these offer a natural avenue for implementing software to

set up and perform experiments. The following subsections describe the software

that I created to meet this need. The full source code for these tools is available as

part of the NFλ project. At the time of writing this is hosted at https://github.

umn.edu/nflambda/ and might move to https://github.com/nflambda/.

2.3.1 Experiment runner

The main steps to be automated in order to run an experiment are: writing config-

uration files, setting compile-time options (e.g. modifying a preprocessor directive
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such as #define SOME OPTION (1) or changing compiler flags such as -O0 or -O3

to vary the level of optimization performed), building the project (if source code

has changed), launching the executable, generating traffic once the system is ready,

recording the results when the traffic generation has completed, terminating the

program, and repeating this sequence for all configurations in the experiment.

Figure A.4 (in Appendix A) illustrates this logic. I refer to this software as the

NFλ Experiment-Runner. This part provided the essential automation func-

tionality, but I also wrote some additional components to supplement this, which

the following subsections describe.

2.3.2 Table generator

Before running any performance tests, it is first necessary to identify what sorts

of variations might be interesting or otherwise desirable to make. Some obvious

factors to consider for an NFV system include the total number of CPU cores

dedicated to processing the traffic, the size of the packets4 being sent, and the

specific VNF/SFC to be performed. Having selected these, one then needs to

design experiments to explore the effects of these factors. (It is common for this

process to be cyclic, identifying new factors or pruning those found to be insignif-

icant.) We opted to use an incomplete factorial design [54] in order to explore

the effects of many variables independently. Since some of our first experiments

involved more than 10 factors and some of those factors had more than 5 possible

values, the need for an automated process of enumerating these combinations to

test quickly became apparent.

4Technically, we specify Ethernet frame sizes, but those imply corresponding IP packet sizes
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The initial program that I wrote to produce the lists of combinations we wanted

consisted simply of nested for loops. However, as our requirements evolved

(e.g. adding “derived factors” and filtering out unwanted combinations) I ex-

tended and adapted it then eventually replaced it with a more general algorithm

based on the Cartesian product. This provided an easy way to specify an arbi-

trary number of factors as well as exercise control over the ordering (which is of

practical importance since it affects which results will be available for analysis

first). Psuedo-code describing the operation of this program is listed in Algorithm

1 and illustrated by Figure A.3 (both in Appendix A).

2.3.3 Profile generator

In order to measure the performance of NFλ we configured a second computer

with an equally fast NIC to act as a traffic generator and then directly connected

it to the computer running NFλ. TRex5 provides the core functionality for this

but requires specific configuration, which our setup reads from a provided YAML

file (“profile”). A responsibility of the NFλ Experiment-Runner is to activate

traffic generation using the appropriate profile (i.e. based on the parameters spec-

ified for the test to be performed during this iteration). However, since that code

is executing on a separate computer it is convenient to generate all the profiles

needed for an experiment before starting. This way the table generator can treat

the name of the profile as a single factor, and the NFλ Experiment-Runner

script does not need to upload the profile each time it is used. Unlike the “table

5https://github.com/cisco-system-traffic-generator/trex-core
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generator” described above, which required significant thought and provided note-

worthy value to the project, I mention this “profile generator” only as an aside.

It is an arguably trivial script and is not essential to the rest of the automation.

2.3.4 pktgen automation

For the experiments performed in fall 2020 we were content to use network traffic

that was synthetically generated by TRex [55]. However, one of our team members

later developed an efficient method of replaying packet capture files by adapting

tools from Napatech’s pktgen utility. [56] It was not suitable for our automation

scripts though because the process needed to remain running to avoid having to

wait a long time while loading the packet data on startup (more than 30 minutes

for files large enough to keep a 100Gbps link busy for more than 10 seconds), and

it relied upon pressing a key (receiving input from stdin) to reactivate. To make

it easy to integrate with our existing automation, I added two complimentary

scripts: a client and a server.

The server script is run manually before experiments are begun. It launches

the modified pktgen process (applying configuration details such as PCAP file

to use) then binds to a local TCP port to listen for incoming client connections.

When a client sends the string START it triggers PCAP replay by “pressing enter”

then replies with STARTING. When the transmission has finished it sends the string

DONE to the client.

The client script is run (via remote SSH command) by the NFλ Experiment-

Runner when NFλ is ready to receive traffic (i.e. it has been built, configured,
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launched, and booted). The client runs a data collection program (to capture

performance statistics for later analysis) then connects to the server script via the

local socket and sends START to trigger transmission. When it receives acknowl-

edgement that packets are being sent, it writes “sending traffic” to stdout, which

simplifies the event detection logic in the NFλ Experiment-Runner since it

is the same string produced by the synthetic traffic generator when traffic has

begun to be sent. (The NFλ Experiment-Runner script can use that signal

to synchronize performance profiling using tools like perf6 and pcm7.) After the

traffic has been sent, the client disconnects from the server, terminates the data

collection process, and exits. The NFλ Experiment-Runner then downloads

the collected data (again using SSH/SCP) and incorporates it into the results.

6https://perf.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Main_Page
7https://github.com/opcm/pcm
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Chapter 3

5G-Tracker

The second research project in which I participated while pursuing this Master

of Science degree in computer science was a data collection and analysis plat-

form called 5G-Tracker. While not directly related to NFλ, it is worth noting

that NFV has played a practical role in accelerating the deployment of 5G net-

works [57].

3.1 Overview

Since the emergence of commercial 5G deployments (broadband cellular net-

works implementing fifth generation technology standards), the general public

has started becoming acquainted with the term 5G (due largely to massive mar-

keting efforts by telecom companies offering these services). Although people are

far less likely to be familiar with the term NFV, current 5G networks benefit heav-

ily from having a flexible infrastructure made possible in part by network function
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virtualization.[58] This paradigm shift has even presented business opportunities

for new vendors to attempt to displace the current marketplace leaders.[59] Thus

although 5G and NFV are quite different, they are related, so I would like to use

this chapter to talk about my contributions to the 5G-Tracker project.

While 5G has offered many opportunities for research, the majority of studies

have been conducted with constrained experimental settings or done privately by

5G operators. Even a year after the launch of commercial 5G networks, research

over commercial 5G had been limited due to the lack of publicly available tools

and datasets. In our SIGCOMM’20 poster [60], we introduced 5G-Tracker,

a crowdsourced platform intended to aid researchers in collecting and leveraging

large-scale 5G datasets. This platform includes an Android app that records pas-

sive and active measurements tailored to 5G networks and research. We have

been using 5G-Tracker for more than a year now and have collected millions

of data points, consuming over 50 TB of cellular data across multiple 5G carriers

in the United States. Our experience showed that 5G performance is affected by

several user side contextual factors besides location, such as user mobility level,

orientation, weather, location dynamics (e.g. moving vehicles), and environmental

features such as pillars, foliage, and buildings. This is partly because mmWave

signals (considered key to mainstream 5G) are known to be highly sensitive to

obstructions and user mobility. These observations highlight the need to move to-

wards building context-aware 5G performance prediction models that can provide

guidance for decisions at various layers such as preemptive handoff, multi-path

scheduling, tower placement, and “5G-aware” application development. We pro-

vided a first-of-kind interactive 5G coverage map as a demonstration of one way
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that our platform might be used, though the data collection system is designed to

be useful for many types of potential applications or areas of research. It is pub-

licly available at https://5gophers.umn.edu. In the next section I will discuss

some of my specific contributions to this project.

3.2 Contributions to 5G-Tracker

When I began working on this project, others were already handling the Android

application development, and the front-end web application (i.e. JavaScript, etc.,

to be run in a web browser to view and interact with the coverage map) was func-

tional, but the code to provide the back-end API was not complete. Thankfully,

I had some previous experience with the main technologies that were used to im-

plement it: Node.js (stand-alone JavaScript runtime) [61] and Express (a Node.js

web application framework) [62], as well as an understanding of how to develop

RESTful APIs. As with much software development, the first challenge was to

define the desired behavior/requirements (i.e. specify the API explicitly). Since

I lacked much knowledge about the problem domain (e.g. understanding all the

pieces of data that should be collected) I had to capture these details from my

colleagues. Thankfully, I was vaguely aware of the OpenAPI Initiative [63], which

has worked to develop a standard way of defining web-based APIs. I spent a

couple days exploring how this works then together with the Android application

developers we constructed an openapi.yaml file that specified both the existing
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Figure 3.1: Using swagger-ui and a web browser to render doc-

umentation for the 5G-Tracker API via its openapi.yaml file

and future API. An extra benefit of this effort was that I was also able to inte-

grate an open source product called swagger-ui1 into the project that generates

an interactive documentation website for the API, which serves as a convenience

and diagnostic tool while developing software that utilizes the API. Figure 3.1

shows what this looks like when rendered in a web browser.

One of the challenges that I encountered while implementing this API was

having to work directly with cryptographic primitives such as the Diffie-Hellman

1https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/
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key exchange process (DH) [64, 65] and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [66]

cipher parameters. The motivation for doing this arose from the simultaneous need

to transfer sensitive information (without relying on transport layer security since

that can often by circumvented at the end-points using tools such as Fiddler[67])

and some constraints imposed by the Android API (e.g. the inability to retrieve

stored encryption keys directly). Using DH and AES the Android application is

able to upload encrypted 5G coverage information collected, and the API server

is able to decrypt it and assimilate it into the database.

Another contribution that I made to the 5G-Tracker project was the de-

sign of a separate web application intended to simplify collaboration between

researchers using the platform. Using TailwindUI [68] and EmberJS [69] I devel-

oped the front-end for a simple user management application. Figure 3.2 shows its

major components. Unfortunately, I ran out of time to complete the correspond-

ing back-end API implementation to make it fully functional. Thus my colleagues

have been manually managing collaboration groups instead. Nevertheless, this

experience expanded my knowledge on this subject, and perhaps others will be

able to adapt some of my contributions to their future work.
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Figure 3.2: Web interface design overview for application to help facilitate

group collaboration with 5G-Tracker
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Chapter 4

Concluding Remarks

My foray into the realm of NFV and 5G research has forced me to read about

numerous works that I might never have otherwise encountered, as well as to learn

new skills and strengthen existing ones. In fact, although some of my experience

as a software practitioner was helpful (e.g. being comfortable with tools like gdb

and git) I had to work against much of it in order to help deliver functionality

in a timely way.

For example, in my experience, two of the most helpful aspects for a soft-

ware project to be successful (i.e. meet its requirements, be resistant to bugs,

and be able to be maintained and adapted over time without prohibitively high

effort/cost, etc.) are good documentation and automated testing. In academia,

however, it seems that much work does not necessarily need to be maintained or

supported beyond its first use. Furthermore, development resources are often more

scarce due to limited funding (e.g. from grants rather than from business). Con-

sequently, I believe that my instinct to focus on long-term quality and planning
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was not well suited to helping me contribute to NFλ, though they were helpful in

the case of my work on the 5G-Tracker API server as that system is intended

to run for a longer period of time and be used by many people.

Thinking back on my work with NFλ, I may have been more productive if I

had started with the experiment automation work and then began working on the

director because writing the automation code required a less thorough understand-

ing of how the system works yet gave me exposure to many of its components.

Also, I regret not attempting to implement the director API server using a higher

level language and perhaps also the HTTP protocol (despite its additional com-

plexity) in order to implement more functionality in the same amount of time

and leverage existing tools. As always, it is hard to have a clear idea of the best

way to go about solving a programming problem until one has become familiar

with it (often by making some tentative decisions and exploring a few possible

solutions). For example, it was not obvious to me beforehand that an external

program (vs. some module compiled as part of NFλ) would be needed so that

NFλ could be started/stopped by the director. (In DPDK applications it is not

possible to simply have the process “go to sleep” – freeing resources such as CPU

cores.)

At the time of this writing, the paper exploring questions of NFV scaling us-

ing NFλ has not been published. Some reasons for this include my failure to

complete the IPsec VNF implementation in time, the personal circumstances of

team members (e.g. due to the COVID-19 pandemic some have become ill, lost

loved ones, been unable to work efficiently, or left the University of Minnesota to

return to their countries of origin), and the fact that we often found unexpected
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results in our data that required further investigation. In one case, we had con-

figured the NFλ Experiment-Runner to build the executable needed for the

next experiment while another experiment is running in order to reduce the total

time needed to run a batch of experiments. Despite this task being executed on

a separate core, it still appeared to have an effect on the results, so we opted to

perform compilation only when no experiments were running. Similarly, we found

that we even had to be careful to avoid background operations like uploading

experimental results for analysis since that appeared to have a noticeable effect

on the results, perhaps because of contention for the PCIe bus.

Another surprise (though in hindsight it makes perfect sense) was that my first

attempt to collect CPU and memory utilization data was unsuccessful because it

used conventional interfaces for this, such as /proc/stat and /proc/meminfo.

However, those are not meaningful for DPDK applications like NFλ that bypass

the kernel’s scheduler and preallocate “hugepages” [70] of memory. We conjec-

tured that we could use other metrics such as the average time required to handle

a burst of packets as a substitute indicator of load. We can efficiently estimate

this using the CPU’s time stamp counter (TSC), but I did not complete the de-

velopment work needed to incorporate this.

Some opportunities for future improvements on these projects include the fol-

lowing: implementing start-up and shutdown capabilities of the director API

server, exploring the benefits of modifying the director API to operate as a

RESTful API [71] (e.g. using HTTP+JSON instead of or “on top of” msgpack),

enhancing the experiment runner code to prepare even more aspects of the en-

vironment (i.e. configure/start/stop traffic generation server processes so that
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different PCAP files can be used without manual intervention), and implement-

ing the JSON-API server needed in order to drive the 5G-Tracker web interface

for collaboration management.
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Additional Graphics
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Figure A.1: Artistic poster illustrating concepts of modern cloud computing pub-

lished in 2020 by Intellyx LLC (used with permission)
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Figure A.2: Illustration of hierarchy associated with edge computing / “fog com-

puting” published in 2020 by RPS Spa - Member of the Riello Elettronica Group

(used with permission)
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Algorithm 1: Experiment table generator

factors = [ name: “first”, values: [1, 2, 3] , ... ];

output = [];

for f ∈ factors do

if output is empty then

Append an empty object to output;

end

for row ∈ output do

row[f.name] = f.values[0];

end

rows to add = [];

for v ∈ f.values− {f.values[0]} do

for row ∈ output do

duplicate = clone(row);

duplicate[f.name] = v;

Append duplicate to rows to add;

end

end

Append rows to add to output;

end

Store output as CSV file;
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Figure A.3: Example illustrating three iterations of the Cartesian-product-based

table generation algorithm
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Figure A.4: High level flow chart illustrating experiment runner behavior
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